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Imagerys real competitor to the Spyder5 Elite is the Spyder4 Elite, and like the Spyder5, it too costs
£599.99, £100 more than the Spyder5 Elite. The clue is, however, that it includes a UV light. Is it

worth it? Well, initially, there isnt much use for it. So Im doubtful it has that big of an impact on your
prints. Datacolor do tell us what the colour temperature is of the LED bulbs that they use in the

Spyder5 Elite, and they do make an interesting point about UV light and colour temperature being
responsible for the slight yellow undertones that can creep into a picture. They also tell us that in the
case of the UV, there is a little blue light shining out too. They go on to point out that these are the

problems that exist with any tungsten bulb . I personally found the UV light of the Spyder5 very
useful in the darkroom. One of the best bits for me was the fact that the UV was outside the power
supply. So if my wife got hold of it, there would be no way of tracing it back to me. What about the

other claims then? Well, as a colour aficionado, I have an interest in software that is easy to use. So I
set about trying to see if they were true. First, I set about finding the white balance settings on the
Spyder5 Elite and compared them to the SpyderX Elite. They were very different.The Spyder5 Elite,
however, gave me the white balance settings I was already used to, and the SpyderX Elite started

from somewhere slightly different and let me adjust the settings of the overall balance of the screen.
The Spyder5 Elite seemed like it was designed to be more for the average user than the pro,

whereas the SpyderX Elite was clearly designed for pro use.Next, I looked at the Spyder5 Elite 5
main menu pages. They are very similar to the Spyder5 Elite 6. The SpyderX Elite has 6 pages too,
but the Home page is unique to the Spyder5 Elite, whereas the 5 main pages are the same as the

SpyderX Elite. The Spyder5 Elite has a few little widgets and then the customisation menu with a few
shortcuts and settings, whereas the SpyderX Elite has things like profiling/ICC profiles, log

viewing/editing and calibration.Next, I looked at the calibration menu on the SpyderX Elite. It has a
few different tools for you to use to adjust the screen on a colour level. In a very similar fashion to

how you would use the Spyder5 Elite, you click into the profile of your choice, click on the blue keys
and adjust, and set the screen the way you want it. You can even add an entire hue to a colour

too.That, I found quite easy to use and adjusting the colours on a screen were pretty straightforward.
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All I can say, is that there are certainly some very positive changes to the new SpyderX Elite, and
that Im very tempted to go out and buy one to have with me as a secondary monitor.But be aware,
Im still hedging my bets a bit. At £599. Basically the Spyder Elite is a much more impressive product
that the Spyder 3Professional. You can run the Elite on a multi-monitor system and make use of the
secondary monitor for calibration purposes. The Spyder Elite calibrator is accurate and fast (also fast

since the calibration process is automated). You can certainly take into account the pros and cons
with an expert guide for Spyder X Elite User Guide . Well, that wasnt bad. Luckily the

Spyder3Professional wasnt too far off, and I needed it to be. We now get to examine what the Spyder
X Elite is capable of in comparison to the Spyder3Pro. In the following paragraphs, I will list out what
each device can and cannot do. As with other products of its kind, the Spyder Elite will instantly sync
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you. Let me be clear, you need to have a copy of the software program on your own PC or laptop
before the unit can connect. The Spyder Elite contains a USB port to allow you to immediately sync

the calibrator to your pc.My Spyder3Professional supports DisplayLink. I would have liked to see
another USB port for this. The Spyder Elite can calibrate both x,y and z coordinates (neutrality

calibration). However, the Spyder3Professional only supports x,y. You have to import your Screen
profile from the Spyder3Professional to the Spyder Elite if you want the z-coordinate to be calibrated.
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